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About the Book

An African American Breakfast at Tiffany?s, Brian Keith Jackson?s evocative new novel introduces 120th Street?s 

own Holly Golightly: a champagne-sipping, jet-setting social diva named Carmen England. She?s not what Southerner 

Mason Randolph had envisioned when he trekked up to Harlem looking for an ?authentic? black experience, but after 

just a few hours in her townhouse he finds himself under her wing, under her spell, and questioning all he?s ever 

believed about his place in the world.

Probing issues of race and identity through seductive storytelling and a keen wit, Brian Keith Jackson follows Mason as 

he sheds his preppie persona and emerges as ?Malik,? complete with a new vocabulary and a baggy wardrobe--his 

answer to taunts that he has spent his life as a ?black boy blending.? When he interviews to rent a room from Carmen, 

Mason realizes that masquerading as ?Malik? will also win her sympathy, so he sets out to hide the details of his real 

roots (including his father?s gold card and a promising future at law school). Things get even trickier when Mason meets 

his dream date, Columbia student Kyra, who brings his identity crisis full circle. Along the way, Mason savors the city 

against a sparkling backdrop of historic hot spots, Dinah Washington albums, and of course a pearl-ribboned package or 

two from Tiffany?s.

For anyone who has ever felt caught between two worlds, or anyone who simply enjoys a fresh and satisfying storyline, 

The Queen of Harlem is fertile ground for conversation. The questions that follow are designed to enhance your 

discussion and personal reading of The Queen of Harlem. We hope they will also lead you to further topics of inquiry 

about this rich tale and its vibrant locale.

Discussion Guide

1. Jackson opens his novel with a quote from Nelson Mandela: ?We ask ourselves, ?Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, 

talented, and fabulous?? Actually, who are you not to be?? In what ways does Mason fear his talent and economic 
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power? What does the final chapter tell us about Carmen?s true fears?

2. How does the evolution of Harlem reflect the lives of its residents? What does the opening scene convey about 

Harlem?s second Renaissance, especially compared to its first one in the early twentieth century?

3. What is the symbolic role of Jim, Mason?s dread-headed white buddy from college? Besides being the character who 

knows the truth about Mason, what does Jim?s presence say about authenticity in general, particularly among whites 

who appropriate aspects of black culture? How does Malcolm?s role compare with Jim?s?

4. When Mason steps off the number six train and receives his stinging introduction to Harlem from the real Malik, what 

keeps Mason from heading back downtown? What drives him to stay and invent a ?ghettonian? version of himself?

5. How is Mason transformed by his mugging? What kind of turning point occurs during that scene, particularly when he 

orders his mugger to listen to the stolen CD?

6. Mason receives a lot of mothering. Compare the mothering styles of Joyce and Carmen. How do those two differ from 

Granny and her generation?

7. How is Mason?s attraction to Carmen different from his attraction to Kyra? What do both women teach Mason about 

?keeping it real?? Why is Kyra able to navigate the fine line between privilege and greed so successfully?

8. Though the chasm between rich and poor is a universal source of friction, why is this friction sometimes particularly 

intense in black America? Why is the real Malik so personally offended by Mason?s clean-cut appearance? What does 

Jackson tell us about the way wealth and destitution coexist in Harlem today?

9. As part of his disguise, Mason has to learn a new dialect. What does his new speech style suggest about the urge to 

shun the language of your oppressors? What are some of the empowering characteristics of Mason?s new way of 

communicating? How does he feel about his old mannerisms when he has to make small talk with Kyra?s parents?

10. New York is often thought of as a city where it?s possible to reinvent yourself an unlimited number of times. As 

Mason travels among several neighborhoods, and particularly when he is forced to walk a hundred blocks to get home, 

what does he observe about the many identities of New York itself?

11. What does Mason?s mother reveal to him at The Four Seasons? Does her arrival provide him with an even bigger 

dose of reality than Harlem?

12. As much as Carmen wanted to be the Queen of Harlem, didn?t Mason equally enjoy playing the part of her 

courtesan? What does the final chapter say about the imaginary quality of all self-perception?

13. In her farewell note to Mason, Carmen says, ?Sometimes freedom is slavery in disguise.? When has that phrase 

proven true in your life? What has enslaved Mason and Carmen throughout the novel?



14. Discuss some of the ways in which Mason?s Harlem experience plays out in your town or neighborhood. When have 

you felt compelled to hide behind a false self? What are some of the daydreams that keep you going?

Author Bio

Brian Keith Jackson has received fellowships from Art Matters, the Jerome Foundation, and the Millay Colony for the 

Arts. The View from Here won the American Library Association Literary Award for First Fiction from the Black 

Caucus of America. Jackson lives in Harlem.

Critical Praise

"An intriguing and well-written look at the nature of identity, whatever the color."
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